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The Various flavors of Windows:

Jeff Marchi is a  seasoned Windows consultant who is highly respected on the
various BBS nets. He will be discussing WINDOWS95  focusing upon the
installation process as well as discussing the various features of its new interface.
Brian Blackman , a well known Windows writer will offer us NT Server insight
along with some of his reactions to MS Mail Remote. Paul Williamson is putting
on his Workgroup for Windows hat helping to define for ordinary users how
their operating system will fare amid this onslaught of power. As the NT capable
applications begin their trip to market, Ambrose Campbell will keep us on top of
that story.  All of which will be tied together in an overview by Contributing
Editor Herb Chong.

Producing electronic documents for either on-line distribution or normal hard
copy has become a rapidly expanding area for Windows users. The Scott Boggan
article “Creating Documentation with Word for Windows”  in Issue No. 2 has
provided a framework for discussion of the more traditional help tools. As part of
the WindoWatch Authoring Series Frank McGowan is looking at the WexTech
DOC2HELP product while Paul Williamson will report on the Blue Sky Software
beta RobboHELP v.3.

Jim Plumb has promised us a look at the Acrobat tools for programmers as part
of his continuing article on the Adobe Systems authoring tool.  We are still in
touch with NoHands Software and when Common Ground v. 2 is ready for use
Joseph Rotello will do an evaluation of their entry into the authoring tool arena.
A quick look at the product makes it one we’d like to examine and discuss more
carefully.

Angela Lillystone will continue her personal information management trek with
an evaluation and review of the newest Lotus offering of Organizer v.2. She has
made a distinguished contribution in this area and we look forward to her piece.
She is a WindoWatch regular and can be  found with the Symantec Electronic
Support people on CIS providing Windows consulting, testing, and training.

What little feed back we get gives Gregg Hommel high marks. WindoWatch is
pleased to present the continuation of his tutorial on WASP, Part three.  Gregg
Hommel is co-host of the RIME Windows conference,  is a Delrina consultant,
and a beta tester of various communications packages, including Procomm.


